the state’s vast hinterland.
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Successful transition
improves agility
When Noosa Shire Council outgrew their
existing IT services, they needed to improve
their digital agility and reliability quickly. This
case study tells the story of the successful
transition to Microsoft Azure thanks to Codify.
OBJECTIVE:
Set up a more flexible and resilient
IT solution
Noosa Shire Council de-amalgamated from the Sunshine
Coast Council in 2014. At the beginning, they set up
Software as a Service and Infrastructure as a Service with
minimal on-premises infrastructure. The council’s growth
over the subsequent years began to put real pressure on
their systems and raise serious concerns about backup
and disaster recovery (both digital and physical).
Storage and performance both started to become issues.
The council needed a solution to streamline processes
and increase confidence when it came to backup,
performance and reliability. An interesting challenge for
Codify.
“When Noosa Shire Council was re-established, the
leadership team knew it needed to focus on obtaining IT
as a service. The Software as a Service removed reliance
on in-house staff, but we weren’t agile enough with
emerging, temporary or unusual requirements.”
“For example, we need to capture video data of storm
water pipes and roads in real time. If someone handed
over a terabyte of video, we’d need space for that data
immediately. With IaaS it meant contract changes and
they were taking too long.”
JUSTIN THOMAS
– ICT Manager, Corporate Services,
Noosa Shire Council

Noosa Shire Council had started trying to implement
other solutions to deal with their storage and performance
issues, but without a structured and supported transition
with an experienced partner, it was proving too difficult.

“

“We started using a different provider but it wasn’t easy to
manage. We outsourced our infrastructure requirements
but lost some of our expertise. Ultimately the problem
was we had a lack of awareness about how to solve the
problems.”
The Council knew it needed a solution and a partner to
help them accurately implement it to ensure uptake and
reduce downtime and data loss.
“We were already using some components of Azure and
Microsoft Office 365 so we reached out to our Microsoft
account manager. We told Microsoft that we were keen
to explore Azure. They engaged us through the Microsoft
FastTrack program, with Codify to deliver the backup and
DR solution.”

Codify also did
training and
handoff so
we could run
everything in
house moving
forward. The level
of training was
invaluable.

“

Solution found in the simplicity of
Azure
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Codify’s delivery of technical expertise and the Azure set
up ensured the transition’s success. They engaged with
Noose Shire Council
over 10
days to
ensure a smooth and
Codify
helps
Queensland’s
State Development
fast implementation
and conducted
training so the
Council
department
fast-track
Azure
take-up
team could learn how to maintain it themselves.
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a magic bullet anddevelopment’s
“Codify set up allCloud
ourTechnology
Azure
backups
restores,
tested
and with economy.
than can be instantly deployed to solve
server recoveriesan and
then
showed
us how
to perform
organisation’s
technology
challenges.
> Working
with Codify positioned
The IT professionals who helm State
State Development to embrace and
these tests ourselves.
Codify also did training
and handoff
orchestrate cloud technology more
Development’s technology team enlisted
efficiently
and posedThe
less change risk
for a Cloud Liftin
assessment
to moving
so we could run Codify
everything
house
forward.
to business processes
ensure their cloud computing investment
level of training was
invaluable.”
could achieve
an accelerated investment
> Knowledge was shared that helped
return. One key deliverable for State
Development was the provision of detailed
analyses that clearly showed the viability of
cloud migration, and left no doubts about
the suitability of nominated applications
for cloud deployment, re-engineering
or replacement. Codify’s approach
was to engage in knowledge transfer
workshops and work closely with State
Development to address each phase of
the proposed application migration in
meticulous detail. This included planning,
analytics, risk-assessment, and security
considerations. This approach guaranteed
that expectations were clearly defined
and contingencies carefully considered
in the planning stages. The decisions
were ultimately the management team’s
responsibility, but being forewarned about
the practical difficulties that application
migration posed, they were now well
informed to decide how best to drive a

JUSTIN THOMAS
– ICT Manager, Corporate Services,

State Development’s IT professionals
make better informed cloud migration
decisions

> Developing a clear understanding of
how to secure cloud systems helped
to lower the risk of data breach or
security compromise
> Future cloud deployment projects
are now built using good practice
guidelines formulated during the
Cloud Lift assessment
> Replicating the applications in a
like-for-like emulation was estimated
to cost more than $750K which
was totally unacceptable to the
organisation
> End-Of-Life instances of some server
and application software posed a
security and vendor support risk to
the organisation

Codify helps organisations improve processes and operational efficiency by developing and aligning software
applications with real business needs. A certified Microsoft Gold Cloud Platform Partner, Codify’s team of highly
skilled consultants identifies challenges, and integrates complete solutions that exceed business goals. A
successful Codify solution delivers greater efficiency, lower operating costs and increased employee productivity.

Established 2015
Employees 600
Location
Brisbane, Queensland
Vertical
State Government
URL
www.statedevelopment.qld.gov.au
Queensland’s Department of State
Development is responsible for nurturing
business growth opportunities and
employment generating infrastructure
projects. The department’s primary role
within government is one of advocacy and
strategic development. Their goal is to hasten
the development of strategic industries like
defence, advanced manufacturing and
technology in Queensland. They also liaise
with stakeholders in a consultative process
that cuts a swathe through bureaucratic
processes. Helping Queensland’s regions
grow is also an important part of State
Development’s mandate with support
services and funding grants available to
assist in building new opportunities within
the state’s vast hinterland.
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Security and longevity were both key elements
in the Council’s decision to go with Microsoft and
Codify. Noosa Shire Council knows Microsoft
won’t be exiting the industry any time soon and,
with Codify’s expertise, the Council can continue
to build its capabilities as new products, services
and offerings are released. All in all, since the
transition to Azure with Codify, the Council has
experienced:

“

■ B
 oosted staff morale: Significant
improvements in sync times, capabilities
and recovery systems had a positive impact
on staff morale. “Staff are enthusiastic!”
commented Justin Thomas. “They have
seen how powerful it is. Codify moved our
existing AWS workloads to Azure. They
showed us how to do restores of systems and
how availability works, helping improve the
availability of our cloud services.”

We can be agile
in responding
to requests and
we now have
confidence that
our systems will
be available and
easily recoverable.

“

The right choices delivering the
best results
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Codify helps organisations improve processes and operational efficiency by developing and aligning software
applications with real business needs. A certified Microsoft Gold Cloud Platform Partner, Codify’s team of highly
skilled consultants identifies challenges, and integrates complete solutions that exceed business goals. A
successful Codify solution delivers greater efficiency, lower operating costs and increased employee productivity.
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“

engaged with us at the right times and
asked great questions. They gave us
guidance and involved us in the decision
making we needed to be involved in.
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Employees 600
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Brisbane, Queensland
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with stakeholders in a consultative process
that cuts a swathe through bureaucratic
processes. Helping Queensland’s regions
grow is also an important part of State
Development’s mandate with support
services and funding grants available to
assist in building new opportunities within
the state’s vast hinterland.
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Looking ahead
The Council are talking with Codify about
other possible Azure implementation projects
including:
■

DNS management through Azure,

■

shifting more server work to Azure,

■

■

opportunities to improve their utilisation of
their SQL Server, and
looking at options to reduce IT
infrastructure costs.

“Codify are very easy to work with. They
engaged with us at the right times and asked
great questions. They gave us guidance and
involved us in the decision making we needed
to be involved in. They were very responsive.
If we wanted to change priorities, they were
flexible. They understood us and helped us
set everything up. They also gave us great
advice and are helping us look to the future.”
JUSTIN THOMAS
– ICT Manager, Corporate Services,

Codify Pty Ltd
Level 3, 133 Leichhardt St, Spring Hill
QLD, 4000 Australia ABN: 67 074 168 148
Tel : +61 7 3210 6268 Fax: +61 7 3210 6269
codify.com

